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Abstract
Alexandre Lamfalussy has been highly influential in the process of European monetary and financial
unification. In this paper we will analyse the work of the "Young Lamfalussy" (from the mid 1950s to
the mid 1960s). Lamfalussy started his career as an academic, focusing on growth theory and
Belgian and European growth patterns in the post-war period. His work is still considered to be
influential in the recent literature on Europe's post-war economic growth. It fits nicely into the
Keynesian tradition: Lamfalussy's analytical frameworks were often inspired by Keynesian models,
in his analysis he emphasised vicious and virtuous circles in the economy and, in his policy
conclusions, he was a clear partisan of more planning. However, certain elements, typical also of
Lamfalussy's later work, were already present, not least a strong European conviction and an
eclectic approach towards economics, blending economic theory and empirical data beautifully to
elucidate crucial policy problems.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Alexandre Lamfalussy has been highly influential in the process of European monetary and
financial unification. He is best known as the first president of the European Monetary Institute, the
predecessor of the European Central Bank, and as the Chairman of the Committee of Wise Men,
which developed a new approach for the regulation of the European securities markets (Maes,
2007a). In this paper, we will analyse the work of the "Young Lamfalussy" (from the mid 1950s to
the mid 1960s). Lamfalussy started his career as an academic, focusing on growth and investment
theory and Belgium's and Europe's growth patterns in the post-war period.
This Working Paper is part of a more general research programme on Alexandre Lamfalussy. The
aim is to analyse also topics like Alexandre Lamfalussy and European monetary integration and
financial fragility. This research programme on Alexandre Lamfalussy can be situated in a broader
research agenda, comprising European monetary integration, central banking and history of
economic thought in Belgium (see, for instance, Maes 2002 and 2007b, and Maes and Quaglia,
2003).
A Short Biography of Alexandre Lamfalussy
Alexandre Lamfalussy was born in Hungary, on 26 April 1929. He emigrated to Belgium in 1949
and studied economics at the Catholic University of Louvain. He went to Nuffield College Oxford
from 1953 to 1955, where he obtained a PhD in economics. In 1955, Lamfalussy started working
at the Banque de Bruxelles, initially as an economist and thereafter as economic adviser. From
1965 to 1975, he served first as Executive Director of Banque de Bruxelles and later as Chairman
of its Executive Board.
Besides his career as a banker (and later as a central banker), Alexandre Lamfalussy also
pursued an academic career. His cradle was the Catholic University of Louvain. During the
academic year 1961-1962, he was a visiting lecturer at Yale University. In 1963-1965, Lamfalussy
was a member of the Segré Committee, appointed by the European Commission, which
investigated the integration of the capital markets in the EEC. In the second half of the 1960s, he
was a member of the De Voghel Committee, which played an important role in the preparation of
the legal framework for the despecialisation of financial institutions in Belgium.
In 1976, Alexandre Lamfalussy joined the Bank for International Settlement (BIS) in Basle as
Economic Adviser and Head of the Monetary and Economic Department. Between 1981 and 1985
he served as Assistant General Manager of the BIS before being appointed General Manager in
May 1985. He held this post until the end of 1993. During this time, in 1987-1988, he was also a
member of the Delors Committee, which played a pivotal role in the EMU process and the
preparation of the Maastricht Treaty.
On 1 January 1994, Alexandre Lamfalussy, at that time nearly 65 years old, became the first
President of the newly created European Monetary Institute (EMI). Lamfalussy remained at the
EMI until 30 June 1997. Under his leadership, the EMI played a decisive role in the preparations
for the final stage of economic and monetary union, especially the single monetary policy and the
introduction of the euro.
In 2000, Alexandre Lamfalussy was appointed as Chairman of the Committee of Wise Men, which
elaborated a new approach for the regulation of European financial markets, the so-called
Lamfalussy procedure. This speeded up significantly changes in regulation and increased the
transparency of the regulatory process. In December 2008, he became the Chairman of the
Belgian High Level Committee on a New Financial Architecture.
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From the mid 1950s to the mid 160s, Alexandre Lamfalussy has written an impressive number of
articles and contributions. In this paper, we will focus on Lamfalussy's two books entitled
"Investment and Growth in Mature Economies. The Case of Belgium" (Lamfalussy, 1961a) and
"The United Kingdom and the Six. An Essay on Economic Growth in Western Europe"
(Lamfalussy, 1963a), as they show most clearly his main ideas and contributions. They can be
situated in the general preoccupation in the post-war period with economic growth. As noted by
Van der Wee (1986, 35), "the post-war period years were characterized not only by impressive
growth but also by the social and political consensus which supported it ... Growth became a
frontier, even an obsession. Moreover, the aim was not just to grow but to grow fast". Also
economic ideas were very much growth-orientated, with "Keynesian economics" playing a key role.
There was a strong belief that the State had an important role in stimulating and organising the
growth process. In several Western European countries, indicative planning became very
important. An interesting - and for Belgium, influential - example was France. At the French
Planning Office, Keynesian ideas, centred around the national accounts, gained ground rapidly.
Moreover, they were combined with the typical French sectoral approach and emphasis on
industrial policy.
We will start this essay with a short section on Lamfalussy's education. Thereafter, his two books
will be the topic of the two main sections of this paper. Consequently, we will analyse the impact of
Lamfalussy's writings, both the contemporary reactions as well as the economic history literature
on Europe's post-war growth patterns. In the conclusion, we will also formulate some remarks on
continuity and evolution in the economic thought of Lamfalussy.

2.

EDUCATION1

Alexandre Lamfalussy was born on 26 April 1929 in Kapuvar, Hungary (close to the border with
Austria). There was a strong engineering tradition in his family, his father being a forestry engineer.
At the age of ten, Lamfalussy went to a Benedictine secondary school in Sopron. In 1947, he
started economics studies at the Budapest Polytechnic. It gave him a strong background in
mathematics, as, in the first year, the economics students did the same mathematics courses as
the engineers.
In the summer of 1948, there were major changes in the university system, which, de facto, fell in
the hands of the communist party. The economics department was taken out of the polytechnic and
became the Hungarian University of Economics, based on the Soviet model. Moreover,
progressive catholic students, like Lamfalussy, were put under pressure to distance themselves
from the church and archbishop Mindszenty. At the same time, along the border with Austria,
construction of the Iron Curtain had begun.
In January 1949, Lamfalussy succeeded in leaving Hungary and came to Belgium. He had some
contacts there via a Hungarian Benedictine monk, who had earlier migrated to Belgium. In
September 1949, he started economics studies at the Catholic University of Louvain, being
admitted to the second year.
At that time, Louvain was one of the leading places for economics in the francophone world. The
Institut des sciences économiques, established in the interwar period, focused on business cycle
analysis (Maes and Buyst, 2005). The Institute gained international status in the 1930s, obtaining
several grants from the Rockefeller Foundation. Furthermore, the Institute produced very influential
business cycle analyses and forecasts, which were sold to private and (semi-) public corporations
1

This section is to a large extent based on an interview with Alexandre Lamfalussy on 7 August 2008.
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and institutions (Maes, Buyst & Bouchet 2000). In Louvain, four professors had an important
influence on Lamfalussy, namely Dupriez, Rousseaux, Woitrin and Urbain.
The dominant figure in the 1950s at the Francophone economics department in Louvain was LéonH. Dupriez. He was generally known as "Le maître de l'École de Louvain" ("the master of the
School of Louvain"). He had studied at Harvard in 1918 and 1919. Dupriez had become a leading
scholar in business cycle analysis, to be considered in a broad sense: the interaction of growth and
different types of cycles in economic life. The focus was very much on the different industrial
sectors of the economy, which were then at the centre of the economic growth process2. Dupriez
(1959, 468), described the industrial revolution as "une grande aventure prométhéenne de
l'humanité" ("a great Promethean adventure for humanity", original italics). Moreover, for Dupriez,
money and finance had a central place in economic life (Mandy, 2005). Dupriez's magnum opus,
“Des mouvements économiques généraux” (Dupriez, 1947), became very influential in France and
Belgium, and to a lesser degree in Germany. Dupriez was also a pioneer in the introduction of
statistical methods of business cycle analysis in Europe. He was very much inspired by foreign
research institutions, especially the Harvard Committee on Economic Research. Two elements
were typical for Dupriez. Firstly, he based his analysis on extensive empirical investigations (with a
lot of attention to descriptive statistical methods, as well as graphs and tables). Dupriez himself
described it as "une théorie conjoncturelle «collant aux faits»" ("a business cycle theory 'sticking to
the facts'") (Dupriez, 1959, VIII). Secondly, he was not in favour of new schools of economic
thought, like Keynesian economics. He disliked the use of models, econometrics and national
income accounts3. Dupriez's theoretical approach was very much inspired by Walrasian general
equilibrium theory. For him, it was crucial that economic theory should go back to individual
economic decisions4.
Lamfalussy became Dupriez's assistant for business cycle analysis and also took part in the
monthly meetings of the Institute with industrialists. This work contributed to two of his early
publications, concerning the steel and petroleum refining sectors (Lamfalussy, 1953 and 1954b).
However, Lamfalussy took more "Keynesian" positions than Dupriez. While Dupriez disliked formal
model-building, for Lamfalussy this was a way to make explicit the implicit model which one was
using anyway5. Lamfalussy was also strongly in favour of government intervention and planning,
including a selective government policy to stimulate investment in new industries, something which
Dupriez abhorred (see the discussion in Dupriez, 1961). However, Dupriez's approach of basing
economic analysis on empirical material and his contacts with industrialists were important
elements in the formation of Lamfalussy. Basing economic analysis on extensive empirical
investigations would become a hallmark of Lamfalussy's style of economics.
Lamfalussy was further under the influence of three other professors (Rousseaux, Woitrin and
Urbain), who, compared to Dupriez, were more in favour of government intervention in the
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The Flemish economists, under the leadership of Gaston Eyskens, focused much more closely on the
structural problems of the Flemish economy, especially high unemployment (see Abraham, 1972). In
1955, they set up their own research centre.
Dupriez is reported to have said, "the national income accounts are for Mr. Baudhuin" (Baudhuin was
another economics professor in Louvain, who also wrote a weekly column in La Libre Belgique).
At present, Lamfalussy is more positive on Dupriez, acknowledging his great intellectual value. Dupriez
understood that cycles should be moderated, but not suppressed, "Le rêve d'une économie sans
conjuncture est aussi «idéaliste» que celui d'une société politique universelle sans heurts et s'inscrit
donc dans la lignée des utopies" ("the dream of an economy with no business cycle is as 'idealistic' as
that of a trouble-free universal political society and therefore falls within utopian tradition") (Dupriez,
1959, XIII).
Later, Lamfalussy (1985, 412) remarked about Schumpeter's growth theory: "When I read his writings,
more years ago than I care to remember, I hardly understood what he had in mind and dismissed it
anyhow because I could not convert it into equations".
3

economy. Paul Rousseaux was teaching microeconomics at Louvain6. He had studied in
Cambridge, where he had adopted imperfect competition theory and Joan Robinson's theory of the
firm. Rousseaux had been the supervisor of Lamfalussy's undergraduate dissertation on price
flexibility and monopolistic markets7. There was also Michel Woitrin, who had spent three years in
the United States and came back as a confirmed Keynesian, introducing this school of thought at
Louvain. Lamfalussy was also very much under the spell of Yves Urbain, who taught economic
history. Urbain knew how to put economics in a historical perspective, with the use of simple
graphical presentations, too. He took his students, including Lamfalussy, out to the Borinage, to
show what went wrong in the Hainaut. Urbain was very influential among progressive Christian
Democrats. From 1958 to 1960, he was an advisor to prime minister Gaston Eyskens for the
Borinage8. In the 1960s, he held several ministerial offices.
During his student days, Lamfalussy was also active in the "Cercle Européen" and the young
Christian Democratic movement, together with several friends, like Emile Koutny, Emile Quevrin,
Fernand Herman (later a Member of the European Parliament), Hugues Leclercq and Albert de
Schaetzen9. For them, European integration was a very profound conviction. They were convinced
that it was necessary to abolish the barriers which divided Europe. In their view, European
integration should be a stimulus to get the economy out of its stagnation. Moreover, while the
economic motive was primordial, there was also a clear cultural dimension, as one felt one
belonged to a common cultural heritage10.
In 1951, Lamfalussy attended the Saarbrucken congress of the young European Christian
Democrats, where he got also in touch with Italians and Germans. Kaiser (2007, 302) argues that
the Christian Democrats' fundamental aim was to create a "tamed Europeanised nation-state
embedded in a supranational constitutional system".
Their ideas were drawn from their shared confessional and regional identities and their opposition
to the "centralised liberal and socialist nation-state" (which the Second World War had seriously
discredited)11. The European integration project was to a significant extent shaped by Christian
Democrats, with politicians such as Schuman, Adenauer and de Gasperi playing a leading role. It
constituted market-based integration with limited state intervention and with elements of a
supranational Europe.
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Rousseaux's doctoral dissertation, "Les mouvements de fond de l'économie anglaise, 1800-1913"
(Rousseaux, 1938), was in the tradition of the Louvain school of business cycle analyses. However, as a
professor, he had a division of labour with Dupriez, with Dupriez teaching cycles and Rousseaux
microeconomics.
See Sándor L mfalussy, Flexibilité des prix et marchés monopolisés, 1952, Mémoire, Institut des
Sciences Économiques, Archives, Université catholique de Louvain, LV.L 14341. Dupriez was the
rapporteur of the mémoire. Later, further in the Rousseaux tradition, Lamfalussy also published an article
on the supply in the infra-short period (Lamfalussy, 1954b)
The Government of Gaston Eyskens passed important Economic Expansion and Regional Development
Laws, very much inspired by the ideas of the (Flemish) economists of Louvain, for whom Eyskens was
the standard-bearer.
The "Cercle Européen" was very active, with weekly meetings and events.
Several of them, including Lamfalussy himself, would later become members of "La Relève" (both a
political club and a weekly magazine) close to the left wing of the Belgian Christian Democrat party
(Persoons, 1975). It is also noteworthy that the keynote speaker at the conference for the 30th
anniversary of La Relève, on 29 November 1975, was Jacques Delors.
"The roots of transnational Christian democracy's broad constitutional ideas and preferences for
European integration were embedded in their largely shared collective experience of the overbearing
centralised liberal nation-state, their regional political anchoring and identity, their preferences for
societal - and political - organisation in line with the principle of subsidiarity derived from Catholic social
teaching and federalist thought as it largely developed inside the intellectual tradition of personalism and this combined with the borrowing of essentially liberal interwar ideas about functional market
integration as a suitable mechanism for eventually bringing about political integration as well" (Kaiser,
2007, 10). So Christian Democrats' ideas constituted a kind of "pincer movement" on national
sovereignty, based on the subsidiarity idea.
4

As Lamfalussy had still a refugee passport, he could not go to the United States for graduate
studies. Thanks to contacts of Dupriez, he went to Nuffield College, Oxford, for his PhD. At the
time, Lamfalussy, like many others, was intrigued by the issue of the reconciliation of macro- and
microeconomics. For Lamfalussy, this preoccupation was strongly pragmatic. He had seen that
other countries were developing new industries, which were notoriously absent in Belgium. So, he
had more and more problems understanding the pattern of investment in Belgium. Lamfalussy's
objective then was to reconcile imperfect competition theory with the theory of investment in order
to explain the investment and growth performance of the Belgian industry.
Lamfalussy did not finish his thesis immediately. After two years in Oxford, in the summer of 1955,
he returned to Belgium, as an economist at the Banque de Bruxelles12. The Banque de Bruxelles
was at that time under the leadership of Louis Camu, a former senior civil servant and Royal
Commissioner for Administrative Reform. For him, banks were not only private institutions, but they
also had a public function, as they played an essential role in the financing of the economy
(Moitroux, 1995, 156). Moreover, Camu was very successful in attracting bright collaborators like
Alexandre Lamfalussy, Albert Kervyn de Lettenhove or François Persoons. At the Banque de
Bruxelles, Lamfalussy had also contacts with the bank's business relations, also via its agency
network, giving him a better understanding of the structure of the Belgian industry. This would
further influence his thesis, which he submitted in October 1958.

3.

INVESTMENT AND GROWTH IN MATURE ECONOMIES. T HE CASE OF BELGIUM

"Investment and Growth in Mature Economies. The Case of Belgium" (Lamfalussy, 1961a) is a
revised draft of Lamfalussy's doctorate in Oxford. His supervisor was Philip Andrews, who was
running the Applied Economics Seminar. Sir John Hicks was the main examiner on Lamfalussy's
thesis committee.
In the Introduction, Lamfalussy sets out his dissatisfaction with general theories of growth: "I have
grown increasingly sceptical about the usefulness of any theory of growth which would be so
general as to be applicable to any country at any stage of development" (Lamfalussy, 1961a, p.
xvii). He is in favour of a more policy-oriented and empirical (inductive) approach. Consequently,
one should focus the theoretical analysis on concrete cases: "It is time now to have a look at
individual countries and to work out theories which, although limited in scope, may begin to fill that
still very large gap which lies between theory and empirical analysis" (Lamfalussy, 1961a, xviii).
Lamfalussy's real objective is to construct a theory which can explain economic growth in post-war
Belgium. The theory he develops is therefore built on assumptions proper to post-war Belgium, a
highly developed or "mature" industrial country, "a country where the share of industry in total
output is large, where industry is diversified, where the standard of living is high, and where there
exists an established class of entrepreneurs" (Lamfalussy, 1961a). He also confronts his theory
with data on the development of Belgian industry between 1948 and 1957.
In the opening sentences of the book, Lamfalussy emphasises the importance of his analysis for
the new economic environment which the process of European integration is creating, affirming
also his European conviction: "In the 1960s, which will be witnessing the gradual opening of the
European Common Market and (I hope) also the birth of other schemes for economic integration,
the mobility of capital will assume increasing importance" (Lamfalussy, 1961, xiii). He stresses that,
12

Lamfalussy tells it was a sheer accident he went to the Banque de Bruxelles: he got in touch with Louis
Camu, the President of the Banque de Bruxelles, when he was giving tutorials to his son in Oxford.
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for European economic integration to be a success, industries should grow where they are most
competitive, implying, as a counterpart, the disappearance of industries which are not competitive.
The book consists of three parts: "Growth in post-war Belgium", "A theory of investment for mature
economies" and "Investment policies in post-war Belgium". We will discuss them in turn, paying
attention to Lamfalussy's policy conclusions as well.

3.1.

Growth in post-war Belgium

In the first part of the book, Lamfalussy provides an overview of economic developments in postwar Belgium13. He notes that, as in most Western countries, industry accounted for about half of
Belgium's gross national product. However, what distinguishes Belgium is the importance of
sectors as mining and quarrying, basic metals and textiles. Together, they accounted for about 44
percent of industrial production, compared to 23 per cent on average for the O.E.E.C. countries.
Lamfalussy (1961a, 14) observes that: "This pattern of output has a distinctly nineteenth-century
flavour".
When analysing developments in the period 1948-1957, Lamfalussy argues that the economic
situation in Belgium evolved quite differently from that in most Western European countries. In his
view, Belgium was characterised by a weak development of domestic demand, leading to relative
deflation: "The main stimulus to growth has been provided, at any rate since 1948, by exports,
while the expansion of home demand has been substantially slower. As a result of this relatively
deflationary situation, Belgium's balance of payments on current account displayed fairly constant
surpluses" (Lamfalussy, 1961a, 13)14.
He also observed that income per head and wage costs were among the highest in Europe15.
Several factors contributed to this "relative deflation", especially a restrictive economic policy. In
this respect, Lamfalussy raised the issue that "internal demand could have been increased through
higher Government spending, and a devaluation could have put an end to the competitive
disadvantage of Belgian industry" (Lamfalussy, 1961a, 29). However, in his policy conclusions,
Lamfalussy was to reject a devaluation (cf. infra).
A crucial theme for Lamfalussy was that investment was low in Belgium as compared to other
Western countries. This was not only related to the slow growth of domestic expenditure, but also
13

14
15

Lamfalussy (1961a, 189) mentions that his analysis of the Belgian economy is largely inspired by Louis
Duquesne de la Vinelle (1954) and Albert Kervyn de Lettenhove (1955). Duquesne de la Vinelle became,
in 1958, the first director of "Economic Structure" in the European Commission, a directorate that bore
quite some resemblance to the French Planning Office (Maes, 2006). Kervyn was economic advisor at
the Banque de Bruxelles. In 1959, he became the first General Commissioner of the Belgian Planning
Office. Later he became a professor at the Université catholique de Louvain. Among his students he was
known as "the red baron", also because of his sympathy for Joan Robinson. Lamfalussy further
appreciated the analyses of François Persoons.
However, Belgian exports were also growing at a slower rate than those of other European countries
(cf. infra).
For Lamfalussy (1958, 132) this was due to a steep rise in wages after the war, when Belgian industry
recovered quickly. Moreover, the de facto revaluation of the Belgian franc in 1949 further deteriorated
Belgium's competitive position. Lamfalussy attributed Belgium's recovery after the Second World War,
the so-called "Belgian economic miracle" of 1945-1948, to a strong demand for Belgium's traditional
products (textiles, steel and railway equipment) after the war. Other authors argue that part of the
explanation for the "miracle" is also that Belgium suffered less from the Second World War and could
restart its old industries quickly. Moreover, with the Gutt operation, Belgium focused on monetary
stability, while other countries concentrated their reconstruction efforts more on the creation of a modern
industrial structure (Van der Wee, 1985). As far as I could see, Lamfalussy did not discuss the Gutt
operation (for instance, Gutt is not mentioned in the index of his book).
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to a slower growth of exports than in most European countries. Belgian exports suffered from the
high level of Belgian labour costs and an outdated composition (concentrated on traditional
products of standard quality). As summarised by Lamfalussy himself (1961a, 28): "The most
satisfactory explanation of the low level of capital expenditure in Belgium seems to lie in the slow
growth of home demand, in the high level of costs and in the unfavourable pattern of exports. Sales
abroad, though encouraged by excess demand in the neighbouring countries, do not seem to have
been enough to induce strong capital development".
When analysing investment in Belgian industries in more detail, Lamfalussy observes that there
were significant increases in the capital stock (as well as in productivity and in output capacity) in
declining sectors, such as textiles or the firms producing railway equipment and rolling stock.
Lamfalussy argues that current theories did not seem able to explain this phenomenon. He
concludes, "We need therefore a thorough analysis of investment policies in declining or stagnating
markets" (Lamfalussy, 1961, 68).

3.2.

A theory of investment for mature economies

The purpose of the second, theoretical, part of the book is to work out a theory of investment which
"fits Belgian statistics better". In line with the work of his teachers, like Rousseaux, Dupriez and
Hicks, Lamfalussy focuses first on the microeconomics of his investment theory16.
The objective of Lamfalussy is to show that, "even on the assumption of economic rationality", i.e.
of long-run profit maximisation, the process of decline is far more complicated than considered in
traditional growth theories. He argues that "decline is not the reverse of growth and that the theory
of economic development is not symmetrical. There is need for a specific theory of industrial
decline" (Lamfalussy, 1961a, 79).
So, Lamfalussy sets out to construct a theory of investment based on microeconomic foundations.
He starts with a theory of the firm in a situation of imperfect competition. Consequently, he does not
follow the traditional equalisation of marginal revenue with marginal cost. He assumes that the
entrepreneur is pursuing a policy of "normal competitive pricing". This will lead the entrepreneur to
"fix a selling price at a level yielding a 'normal' rate of profit over the invested capital when the firm
is working at optimum capacity" (Lamfalussy, 1961a, 40)17. The normal rate of profit is equal to
opportunity cost (the rate of interest) plus a premium for uncertainty proper to the industry.
Lamfalussy is not very happy with the traditional theories of investment which distinguish between
three types of investment: expansion investment, capital deepening and innovative investment. For
Lamfalussy, the crucial distinction is between "enterprise" and "defensive" investment. This is very
much related to whether the firm is operating in expanding or stagnating markets. Enterprise
investment is typically undertaken in expanding markets by growing firms, when profits are
expanding. Defensive investment, on the other hand, is carried out mainly as a protective device in
stagnating or declining markets, "when profits are squeezed, when competition is active, when the
lowering of costs becomes a matter of survival rather than of expansion" (Lamfalussy, 1961a, xvi).
Lamfalussy emphasises that these are very different types of investment. Enterprise investment
implies substantial increases in capacity as well as major technological innovations. Defensive
16

17

The style of Lamfalussy's theorical chapters bears quite some similarity with Hicks' approach, like in
Value and Capital (Hicks, 1939): although no mathematical equations are presented, one feels that the
prose follows a mathematical line of reasoning.
Lamfalussy (1961a, 188) acknowledges here the influence of Andrews' (1949) analysis of manufacturing
business.
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investment entails mainly the reorganisation of existing factories: "The distinctive mark of defensive
investment in comparison with enterprise investment is its exclusive reliance upon minor
innovations, upon the improvement of existing capital goods and upon rationalization" (Lamfalussy,
1961a, 114). A consequence is that the share of building expenditure in total capacity outlay is
lower in the case of defensive investment than in that of enterprise investment.
Typical for defensive investment is also that, in a stagnating or declining market, an entrepreneur
will try to achieve his policy targets (such as the reduction in costs, or the increase in output
capacity, or both) by spending as little as possible on capital goods. Lamfalussy further shows that
defensive investment might even appear profitable to entrepreneurs with a relatively short time
horizon.
Lamfalussy acknowledges that, for his distinction between enterprise and defensive investment, he
was inspired by an article of Hicks (1954) on imperfect competition, "which made me realize how
important it was whether an entrepreneur was a 'snatcher' or a 'sticker'". However, Lamfalussy also
points out where his analysis differs from Hicks's: "The choice between enterprise investment and
defensive investment may be exclusively a matter of temperament. Although I suspected that an
explanation on this basis could have been much simpler (and perhaps even more valid), I worked
out the main line of argument in terms of 'objective' circumstances" (Lamfalussy, 1961a, 188).

3.3.

Investment policies in post-war Belgium

In the third part of the book, Lamfalussy confronts his theory with data on investment in Belgian
industries. What was particularly striking about Belgium was the widespread use of defensive
investment throughout the economy. According to Lamfalussy, more than 50 per cent of Belgian
output was coming from industries relying on defensive investment.
One crucial consequence was that capital was prevented from flowing from declining or stagnating
industries to expanding sectors, thereby contributing to a freezing of the structure of industry. "The
most obvious corollary to defensive investment has been the stability of the structure of industry"
(Lamfalussy, 1961a, 155).
There were thus two reasons why Belgium's pattern of production changed so little. Firstly, Belgium
invested a smaller part of her income. Secondly, a greater part of capital expenditures was directed
towards declining industries as textiles, coal mining and the production of railway equipment.
The dominance of defensive investment had serious consequences for economic growth.
Defensive investment can, in the first instance, result in quite substantial increases in productivity.
However, there will be no (or very little) growth in new industries. Over time, this will have major
consequences as the potential for productivity increases in declining industries is limited.
"Opportunities for increasing productivity within the existing plants will have been exhausted, and
as the profit pattern does not stimulate major innovations and a substantial rise in capital spending,
the rate of increase in productivity will slow down. For the same reason, there will be no major
shift ... in the composition of exports. It follows that the cost disadvantage of the country will worsen
and that there will be no improvement, either, on account of a change in the commodity
composition of exports" (Lamfalussy, 1961a, 165).
A vicious circle then becomes inevitable: "The slow growth of home demand and the competitive
disadvantage on foreign markets reduce profit rates; this, in turn, favours the widespread use of
defensive investment which puts a brake on home expenditure as well as on exports. The pressure
8

on profit rates is therefore maintained, and the circle remains as vicious as ever" (Lamfalussy,
1961a, 165)18.
3.4.

Policy conclusions

So, the obvious challenge for economic policy was to pull Belgium out of the vicious circle.
However, Lamfalussy is very negative on Belgian economic policy-making, claiming that "nothing
important has been done to break the vicious circle" (Lamfalussy, 1961a, 167)19.
In his discussions on policy options, Lamfalussy rejects increased deficit spending or a devaluation.
He fears that higher deficit spending could endanger the external balance. He also rejects a
devaluation, advancing three counter-arguments: firstly, there is the "sensitivity of Belgians
regarding devaluations", which might raise inflation and inflationary expectations; secondly, he has
doubts about the effect of a devaluation on the balance of trade, given that one does not know the
price elasticities of Belgian imports and exports; and thirdly, the most important argument, while a
devaluation would improve the competitive position of Belgian exporters and increase the profit
rates of the exporting industries, Lamfalussy doubts that such an improvement would have a rapid
impact on investment policies. "It could take years of higher profits and of more stable profit rates
before entrepreneurs would adopt a more 'dynamic' line of approach, entailing radical innovations
and the large-scale building of new plants. And meanwhile the rise of internal prices or the faster
growth of productivity abroad could gradually offset the initial advantage due to the more
favourable rate of exchange" (Lamfalussy, 1961a, 171).
Lamfalussy is in favour of a direct approach, "a deliberate Government action with the purpose of
raising investment". However, what matters for Lamfalussy is the type of investment, "Government
policy raising the level of public investment and subsidizing expanding firms (rather than declining
ones) can be efficient only if public investment is made in the right places and if Government
assistance is granted to the right industries. The main argument of this book has been that what
really matters from the point of view of long-run growth is the type of investment and the distribution
of capital expenditure by industry rather than the overall volume of capital formation" (Lamfalussy,
1961a, 173). He supports the action of the new government of Gaston Eyskens which set up a
planning office, "In July 1959 the Belgian Government took steps in the right direction. A
Government Planning Office was set up the purpose of which is to work out short and long-run
plans for public expenditure, and to make suggestions as to the orientation of private investment
projects. Simultaneously, subsidies were provided to stimulate industry's capital formation"
(Lamfalussy, 1961a, 174, fn.1).

4.

T HE UNITED KINGDOM AND THE SIX. AN ESSAY ON ECONOMIC GROWTH IN WESTERN EUROPE

In "The United Kingdom and the Six. An Essay on Economic Growth in Western Europe",
Lamfalussy sets out to analyse one of the most crucial European policy problems of the 1960s: the
divergence in economic performance between the countries of the European Community and the
United Kingdom20.

18
19
20

Lamfalussy (1958, 129) argues that this is a kind of an "open economy" version of Kaldors' Keynesian
theory, linking the share of profits in national income and the volume of investment.
There was a quite widely held opinion among young economists, both Francophone and Flemish, that
European integration would contribute to break the vicious circle.
Naturally, Belgium was an exception among the countries of the European Community (and had been
the topic of Lamfalussy's preceding book).
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Earlier on, Lamfalussy had already gone into this issue in a short article in Lloyds Bank Review. In
his view, there were "no obvious figures which would point to a causal relationship between the
establishment of the Common Market and the rapid growth of its members" (Lamfalussy,
1961b, 1)21. Instead, he argued that the causal relation was the other way round: that as a result of
the rapid growth of the Six, and thanks to their favourable external balances, the Common Market
became an early success.
Under the influence of Robert Triffin, Lamfalussy took a sabbatical at Yale University in the
academic year 1961-196222. It gave him the opportunity to go deeper into the issue of Europe's
post-war growth performance, turning to the question: "If not the Common Market, what then made
the E.E.C. countries grow faster than Britain?" (Lamfalussy, 1963a, vii).
To approach this issue, Lamfalussy opts for a "semi-empirical (but not econometric), semitheoretical (but not mathematical) approach". For him, a crucial problem is the "deep gulf between
the day-to-day discussions of vital policy issues and the more serene but necessarily abstract
academic studies". With his study, Lamfalussy has a double objective. On the one hand, he hopes
that his type of analysis might stimulate more policy-oriented research in the academic world23: His
other objective is to weigh on the economic policy debate concerning a crucial issue for the future
of Europe.
The study contains ten chapters. In the first two, Lamfalussy sketches the divergences in economic
performance, putting them into a historical perspective as well. In chapters Three to Eight, he
discusses the "limiting factors" for the process of economic growth, namely labour, the balance of
payments and capital accumulation. In the last two chapters, the policy implications are discussed.

4.1

The widening gap

Lamfalussy starts his study by presenting a general picture of economic developments in the
United Kingdom and the six countries of the European Economic Community, covering the period
1950-1961. Looking at the main macroeconomic data, Lamfalussy observes a widening gap
between the economic performance of the United Kingdom and that of the EEC members. This is
not only the case for economic growth, but also with respect to inflation and the balance of
payments. The crucial question is then which factors were behind this divergence in economic
performance.

4.2.

The factors limiting the growth process

Lamfalussy starts his analysis of the determinants of the growth process on the supply side, with
an analysis of the supply and productivity of labour24. He concludes that the crucial difference
between the United Kingdom and the countries of the European Community concerns labour
21
22
23

24

A pessimistic assessment. Eichengreen (2007, 181) reports that, applied to the period 1959-1969,
incomes in the Six might have been 4 to 8 percent lower without the Common Market.
Triffin, who Lamfalussy got to know through Camu, argued that Lamfalussy should also have a US
experience.
Lamfalussy was concerned about the orientation of research in the (American) academic world, "One of
the strongest impressions I have derived from my sabbatical return to academic life is that many of the
best brains are engaged in a type of theoretical (and sometimes even empirical) work which is unlikely to
yield useful results for policy purposes in the short period" (Lamfalussy, 1963a, xiv).
Lamfalussy (1963b), drawing on Harrod, sets out a formal open economy growth model.
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productivity: "The common feature of the growth pattern in the E.E.C. countries (relatively to the
U.K.) does not lie in any faster rise of employment; it lies in a generally more rapid advance of the
productivity of labour" (Lamfalussy, 1963a, 33).
In the following chapter, he turns to the demand side and the balance of payments, especially
exports. He argues that they work through two channels. There is a direct impact, as investment is
influenced by the growth of exports (a cherished theme of Lamfalussy). Moreover, there is an
indirect channel, as a weak balance of payments position can force the government to adopt
restrictive economic policies (something which often happened in the UK)25.
Lamfalussy argues that exports played a vital role in influencing the balance of payments on both
sides of the Channel. "This is what distinguishes the Common Market's export-oriented growth
from the British development: E.E.C. exports expanded rapidly enough to make it possible for the
member countries to grow faster than Britain and at the same time to improve their balance of
payments" (Lamfalussy, 1963a, 47). In Chapter 5, he deepens his analysis of the divergences in
export performance, emphasising the slow increase of British productivity as the main reason for
the slow growth of British exports. So, the slow growth of British productivity emerges, both from an
analysis of supply and of demand, as the main factor behind the slow economic growth in the
UK26.
Chapters 6, 7 and 8 explore the intricate relationship between capital accumulation and the rate of
growth of productivity. Lamfalussy concludes that it was not slower technological and
organisational progress in the United Kingdom's manufacturing sector but "export-led" growth that
enabled the continental countries to outstrip the UK. He argues that the rapid development of
German and Italian exports raised both the investment and savings ratios, thereby enabling
capacity and per capita productivity to grow faster without producing inflation or pressure on the
balance of payments.
Lamfalussy rounds off his argument by showing the virtuous circle of the EEC growth performance,
"competitive advantage in world markets, leading to faster growth of exports; export-oriented
growth, raising the share of investment in the national product; higher investment ratio, calling forth
a faster growth in the productivity of labour and leading, therefore, to renewed competitive
advantage in world markets" (Lamfalussy, 1963a, 116-117). The virtuous circle of the EEC
countries contrasts naturally with the vicious circle of the United Kingdom (or Belgium, as argued in
his earlier work).
The main question left is then how the EEC countries managed to get into a virtuous orbit; in other
words, how did they get this initial competitive advantage over the UK? For Germany, Italy, and the
Netherlands, low money wages (relative to productivity) due to undervalued currencies and an
easy labour market were crucial. They also had low military expenditure relative to the UK. France
had one big advantage over the UK in that it did not have to support a key currency and had no
inhibitions about devaluation. France's growth, up to 1958, was kept going, mainly, by high
domestic expenditure, leading in turn to inflation. It was only after the double devaluation of 195758 that the country's growth became export-oriented. But both types of take-off were impracticable
for Britain: "High labour costs and military expenditure prevented her from following the exportoriented (but high-investment) take-off of Germany, Italy and the Netherlands; and she missed the

25
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Lamfalussy acknowledges here the influence of Kindleberger (1961 and 1962). However, Kindleberger is
more cautious concerning the relation between growth and exports.
Lamfalussy's framework of analysis, as further developed in Lamfalussy (1963c), would later also be
taken up by the National Bank of Belgium (1980-1981) in a major analysis of how the Belgian economy
ran out of steam.
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import-oriented (and also high-investment) take-off of France, because she could not afford to
disregard the equilibrium of her balance of payments" (Lamfalussy, 1963a, 120).

4.3.

Policy implications

In the last chapter, Lamfalussy goes into the policy conclusions. He discusses how the competitive
advantage of the EEC countries could be eroded. He notes that the most "natural" way would be
an increase in wages, which would offset the faster increase in productivity. However, he believes
that national wage policies might offset this. "Were the wage formation exclusively the outcome of
market forces, one could be reasonably certain that the persisting shortage of labour on the
Continent would speed up the rise in wages. The growing interest in national wages policies may,
however, bring a corrective to this trend. This is the more so as a wages policy in these countries
need in no way imply a wage freeze" (Lamfalussy, 1963a, 123).
For Lamfalussy, it is more likely that reactions in the rest of the world might disturb the European
export-led growth strategy, as it is impossible for all countries around the globe to adopt an exportoriented growth pattern. Lamfalussy further remarks that, even with a balance of payments surplus
for the EEC as a whole, certain countries can still have trade deficits. However, the creation of the
European Economic Community has brought significant changes. For Lamfalussy, the EEC is not
only a customs union, but also an organization for co-ordinating the economic policies of its
member countries. He argues further that the effective co-ordination of economic policies is not
only a necessary condition for the successful operation of the customs union, but that it will be of
crucial importance for the maintenance of a high rate of growth of the EEC countries.
Lamfalussy is optimistic about the future of the EEC and argues that it is quite possible that the
EEC will prove able to deal with the imbalances within the Community in a way that will not lead to
any slowdown in expansion. He argues that, thanks to the EEC, an asymmetric adjustment to
balance of payments imbalances might be avoided: "If the surplus countries can be persuaded to
expand their home demand at the same time as the deficit countries deflate their own economy,
the balance can be restored without undue damage to the rate of growth of the Community as a
whole ... it is certain that the existence of an administrative machinery and of an institutional
framework (already successful in other fields) will improve the ability of the area to deal with such
problems" (Lamfalussy, 1963a, 131)27.
Lamfalussy is also in favour of strengthening monetary integration, very much in line with Triffin's
plea for a European Reserve Fund28, "A fortiori, the organization of common monetary institutions
could be of great help in coping with possible balance of payments problems of the Community.
For instance, the pooling of gold and foreign exchange reserves would greatly strengthen the
E.E.C.'s resilience to export-induced recessions" (Lamfalussy, 1963a, 132). However, Lamfalussy
takes a more balanced position than Triffin, not only in favour of monetary integration, but arguing
that policy-coordination is also necessary: "the prerequisite to a successful pooling of reserves is
the effective co-ordination of economic policies"29. This contrasts with Triffin (1957), who argued
that "Monetary unification would not require, in any manner, a full unification of national levels of

27
28
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A rather optimistic assessment. Asymmetric adjustment and the sharing of the burden of adjustment
would be key themes in European monetary integration debates in the following decades.
See, for instance, Triffin, 1958 or the Annexes 4 to 8 in Ferrant and Sloover, 1990. For a general
overview of the idea of a European Reserve Fund, see Maes and Buyst, 2004.
Later, as a member of the Delors Committee, Lamfalussy made a well noted contribution on the coordination of budgetary policies, concluding that "fiscal policy coordination appears to be a vital
component of a European EMU" (Lamfalussy, 1989, p. 93). However, the sentences on "binding rules on
budgetary policy" were of German inspiration.
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prices, costs, wages, productivity, or living standards. ... Neither does monetary unification require
a uniformization of the budgetary, economic, or social policies of the member countries. ... The
problem of monetary unification is therefore a political rather than an economic problem".
Lamfalussy is hopeful that this co-ordination can be accomplished, "the smooth working of the
E.E.C. institutions during the first five years of their existence (be it the result of good luck or of
good management) has provided a safe and practical basis for a policy of enlightened cooperation" (Lamfalussy, 1963a, 132).
Lastly, Lamfalussy turns to the issue of British entry. In his view, it could be beneficial for the UK to
join the EEC. The crucial argument for him was that a British entry might be part of some "shocktreatment which would lead public opinion in Britain to recognize the necessity of raising the share
of investment in the national product. Higher investment would require a higher savings ratio, and
this would almost inevitably entail a change in income distribution. This seems to be a prerequisite
to faster growth anyhow; but adhering to the E.E.C. might make such a move more acceptable. For
similar reasons, entry into the Common Market might also induce public opinion to accept some
degree of planning" (Lamfalussy, 1963a, 133).
Lamfalussy further observes that such co-operation presupposes that Britain is prepared to play
the game according to the rules of the Rome Treaty, "not only the game of the customs union, but
also that of common economic policies". Lamfalussy admits that, in the final analysis, the choice is
a political one. But he argues that "joining the E.E.C. would offer a more adequate framework for
effective growth policies than the present" (Lamfalussy, 1963a, 135).

5.

T HE IMPACT OF LAMFALUSSY'S WRITINGS

In the first instance, we will take a look at the contemporary reactions to the work of Lamfalussy.
Then we will go into the economic history literature on Europe's post-war growth performance and
how Lamfalussy's analysis is considered there.

5.1.

Contemporary reactions

Lamfalussy's analyses stimulated debates in Belgium. In an early article, Lamfalussy (1959a)
developed a Keynesian income - expenditure model to analyse economic growth and the balance
of payments in Belgium for the period 1948-1957. He argued that Belgium was in situation of
"relative deflation", with slow growth and a balance of payments surplus. The reasons for this were
the high savings propensity of households and the weak investment propensity of firms. His views
were not very well received at the National Bank of Belgium. Three economists from the Research
Department (Beauvois, Coenen and Reuss) drafted a reply to the article of Lamfalussy (Note
59/9/6, Research Department, Archives NBB)30. The reply of the NBB was published in the Bulletin
de l'Institut de Recherches Économiques et Sociales, under the signature of Roland Beauvois31.
Beauvois (1959, 607) compares Lamfalussy's views with those of Alvin Hansen (an early disciple of
Keynes, famous for his view that investment opportunities were limited, which might lead to secular
stagnation) and reproaches Lamfalussy not to have traced the causes of the deflationary
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The paper was sent to Lamfalussy under the signature of "Jean Berlaimont" (a reference to the
Boulevard de Berlaimont where the National Bank of Belgium is located).
Beauvois was the acting head of the Analysis service, but the article was published under his affiliation
as assistant at the Université Libre de Bruxelles.
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tendency32. In a vivid reply, Lamfalussy (1959b) defends his views and his method of analysis,
based on an economic model: "L'analyse de mon article a été faite sous forme d'un modèle
complet, ne faisant appel à aucun facteur exogène. Je crois avoir fourni une explication
logiquement cohérente et en concordance avec les faits observés. Elle n'est pas en contradiction
avec les éléments d'explication fournis par Mr. Beauvois; elle est simplement différente. Ce sont là
deux méthodes d'approches qui peuvent se compléter"33 (Lamfalussy, 1959b, 621-622). He goes
on to argue that his way of analysis is more rigorous and more apt for economic policy conclusions
than Beauvois' emphasis on "accidental" factors. So, while the analyses of Beauvois and
Lamfalussy were largely complementary, Lamfalussy's method of analysis was more in line with
the evolution of the economics profession.34
Lamfalussy's first book, "Investment and Growth in Mature Economies. The Case of Belgium", was
reviewed in The Economic Journal by Sidney Dell. He disagrees with the author's claim that the
main novelty of the book lies in the theoretical part. Rather, he stresses the empirical merits and
the policy relevance of the study. "His theoretical conclusions are, perhaps, less surprising to
growth theorists than he himself appears to suggest. The book may therefore be found much more
valuable for its empirical examination of Belgian investment policies than by virtue of its theoretical
contribution. It certainly throws new light on practical issues of growth policy that are of critical
importance not only for Belgium but also for other countries in a position that is in some respects
similar, notably Britain" (Dell, 1962).
Writing in De Economist, Hartog gave a very positive review of "Investment and Growth in Mature
Economies. The Case of Belgium". He emphasised both the theoretical novelties of the analysis as
well as, and more particularly, the realistic and operational character of Lamfalussy's analysis: "Dit
is een boek dat iedere beoefenaar van de economische wetenschap graag had willen schrijven. De
auteur constateert dat de na-oorlogse ontwikkeling van de Belgische economie niet past in de
traditionele groeitheorie. Hij brengt daarom een zodanige herziening in deze theorie aan dat het
conflict verdwijnt, en verifieert vervolgens deze verfijnde groeitheorie aan de hand van de
Belgische ervaringen ... Doordat hij zijn vertrekpunt kiest in een empirische situatie en als eis stelt
dat de uitkomsten van de analyse verifieerbaar moeten zijn, wordt een realistische en operationele
theorie verkregen, wat men niet van alle groeimodellen kan zeggen. Bij de statistische toetsing
wordt een grote vaardigheid en tegelijk degelijkheid in het groeperen, hanteren en interpreteren
van de Belgische statistische gegevens aan de dag gelegd"35 (Hartog, 1962, 287).

32
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It is further noteworthy that Vice-Governor De Voghel paid particular attention to the evolution of internal
and external demand in his presentation of the economic and financial situation to the Council of
Regency on 1 July 1959. The conclusion of the briefing note says "Contrairement à une opinion très
répandue, l'origine de la récession en Belgique ne se trouve pas dans l'évolution de la demande
intérieure" ("Contrary to widespread opinion, the origin of the recession in Belgium does not lie in the
development of domestic demand") (Annex, Minutes, Council of Regency, 1 July 1959, Q650, Archives
NBB). As usual in the Minutes, no reference was made to a specific author.
"The analysis in my article was in the form of a complete model, using no exogenous factors at all. I
believe I have provided a logically coherent explanation in line with the observed facts. It does not
contradict the explanatory elements given by Mr Beauvois; it is simply different. Here we have two
methods of approach that may complement one another."
Naturally, in his book on investment and growth, Lamfalussy (1961a) will go deeper into Belgium's
investment performance.
"This is a book that every practioner of economic science would like to have written. The author observes
that the post-war development of the Belgian economy does not fit in with the traditional growth theory.
He therefore introduces such a revision to this theory that the conflict disappears, and he subsequently
verifies this refined growth theory on the basis of Belgian experience. Because he chooses an empirical
situation as his starting point and requires the findings of the analysis to be verifiable, a realistic and
operational theory is obtained, something which cannot be said about all growth models. When
performing statistical checks, the work displays considerable competence and at the same time reliability
in gathering, processing and interpreting Belgian statistical data."
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Lamfalussy's next book, "The United Kingdom and the Six. An Essay on Economic Growth in
Western Europe", was reviewed, inter alia, in The Economic Journal, The American Economic
Review, Economica and De Economist36. In general, a key theme in the reviews is Lamfalussy's
objective of constructing an economic theory which is empirically verifiable and policy-relevant.
For Makower in The Economic Journal, Lamfalussy did not succeed in his goal of bridging the
"deep gulf" between practical discussions of economic policy and abstract academic studies.
However, he admits that "the essentially eclectic approach, the absence of wild claims and the
sober, scholarly handling make his views on the questions of the United Kingdom joining the
European Economic Community well worth reading" (Makower, 1963, 706).
Mishan in Economica agrees with Lamfalussy that, for this type of broad study, one cannot make
much use of refined theoretical arguments or high-powered econometric models and agrees with
the semi-empirical, semi-theoretical approach that Lamfalussy adopts, observing that "the book is
in many ways a model of how such research should be conducted; in particular, his skill in keeping
abstract reasoning and statistical illustration marching in step through the book is to be
commended" (Mishan, 1963, 437).
Andriessen in De Economist is, more or less, on the same line as Mishan, but he also stresses
Lamfalussy's preference for "dismal" topics, "Boeken op het gebied van de toegepaste economie,
die voldoende theoretische diepgang hebben en die zich toch plezierig laten lezen, zijn schaars.
Lamfalussy is ... erin geslaagd voor de tweede maal een dergelijk boekje te schrijven. Men kan ten
hoogste zeggen dat het voor een land geen compliment betekent als Lamfalussy er zijn aandacht
aan wijdt - zoals vorige maal België staat nu Engeland als trage groeier te kijk"37 (Andriessen,
1963, 784).
So, the general conclusion which emerges from these reviews, is that Lamfalussy was especially
appreciated as an applied economist, who knew to combine theory and empirical data in order to
analyse crucial policy problems. These elements also explain why Lamfalussy's work is still
considered as influential in the economic history literature on Europe's post-war growth
performance.

5.2.

The economic history literature

Even if there is no consensus in the economic history literature on the causes of Europe's post-war
performance, Lamfalussy's work is still quoted in many analyses. With his focus on trade and
investment, Lamfalussy was clearly focusing on the "engines of Europe's growth of the 1950s"
(Eichengreen, 2007, 86). In general, he is portrayed as an influential representative of the
Keynesian approach.
Most attention is given to his essay "The United Kingdom and the Six". Boltho (1982, 37) classifies
it among the "analytical studies" of Europe's comparative growth experience, together with
contributions by Denison, Kindleberger and Maddison. Crafts and Toniolo (1996, 12) consider it as
an important contribution to the Keynesian approach of export-led growth, together with
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It is noteworthy that neither of Lamfalussy's two books was reviewed in the Tijdschrift voor Economie, the
journal of the Flemish economists from Leuven.
"Books in the field of applied economics which have sufficient theoretical depth are rare. Lamfalussy has
succeeded in writing such a book for the second time. The most that one can say is that it is no
compliment for a country if Lamfalussy devotes his attention to it - just like Belgium last time, it is now
England which is shown up as a slow-growing country."
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contributions by Beckermann (1962) and Thirlwall (1979)38. The approach emphasises virtuous (or
vicious) circles, in which stronger export growth promotes higher investment, which strengthens
productivity and investment, further reinforcing exports (see also Boltho, 1996, 110 and Van der
Wee, 1986, 272).
Looking at the volumes edited by Boltho (1982) and Crafts and Toniolo (1996), one sees that
Lamfalussy's essay was also influential in the discussions on Italy39. Rey, in his contribution to the
Boltho (1982) volume, does not agree with Lamfalussy's view (shared by Graziani and Stern) that
Italy's growth was export-led and that the changes in Italy's industrial structure were determined by
foreign demand. Rey argues that Italy's growth was largely of domestic origin, driven by a virtuous
circle of high investment, high productivity gains and high profits, even if he admits that "the
contribution of external demand accelerated through time" (Rey, 1982, 509). In a later analysis,
when discussing the conditions on the demand side of Italy's "economic miracle", Rossi and
Toniolo (1996, 441) mention Lamfalussy's argument that "world-wide demand for goods in which
Italy enjoyed a comparative advantage increased rapidly".
As one might expect, the work of Lamfalussy on Belgium is also discussed in the volumes of Boltho
(1982) and Crafts and Toniolo (1996). Cassiers, De Villé and Solar (1996) characterise the work of
Lamfalussy as "influential". They pay attention to Lamfalussy's concept of defensive investment,
"Enterprises were faced by a squeeze on profits, as the result of high wage and energy costs and
low export prices, and reacted by investments designed to rationalize production. They modified
existing productive facilities only on the margin without renewing or diversifying them" (Cassiers,
De Villé and Solar, 1996). Van Rijckeghem (1982) reports that later studies confirmed Lamfalussy's
assertion that some of the highest productivity growth rates were achieved in stagnating or
declining industries such as textiles, leather, or wood and furniture. However, the issue of the
contribution of structural change to productivity growth is less clear40.
Most of the criticism of Lamfalussy concerns the causes of the slow economic growth and weak
investment performance in Belgium. Most authors point to the importance of the holding companies
in Belgium and their lack of a dynamic investment strategy. So argued Van Rijckeghem (1982,
590): "Although Lamfalussy correctly diagnosed the Belgian malaise of the 1950s, he did not
identify its deeper causes. ... More radical observers have pointed out the lack of dynamism of the
large financial holding companies whose assets were largely concentrated in the sectors where
defensive investment took place" (see also Cassiers, De Villé and Solar, 1996)41. However, food
and textiles, two sectors employing defensive strategies, were not under the control of the holdings.
So, Lamfalussy's analysis concerns a larger spectrum of sectors than those in which the holding
companies played a dominant role.
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Beckermann (1962, 917) also quotes Lamfalussy's earlier book on Belgium.
It is interesting to note that there were quite a few similarities in economic thought and policy-making
between Belgium and Italy in the post-war period, cf. Maes, 2008. There are also certain similarities
between the open economy growth models of Lamfalussy and the work at Svimez, l'Associazione per lo
sviluppo dell'industria nel Mezzogiorno, an association to promote the development of industry in
Southern Italy, founded in December 1946. The main objective of Svimez was to study the problems of
industrial development in Southern Italy and to draw up concrete programmes to strengthen it.
Keynesian models, like those of Harrod and Kaldor, were seriously studied and applied at Svimez.
Van Rijckerghem (1982) argues that studies show that changes in output structure made only an
insignificant contribution to the overall productivity growth rate. For instance, applying shift-and-share
analysis, Daems (1978, 133) argues that the Belgian economy was lacking in growth in every industrial
sector and that its poor performance can only very partially be explained by structural deficiencies. Also
for other countries, several studies indicate that structural change contributed little to explaining growth
(Cassiers et al., 1996, 198). However, applying Broadberry's methodology, Crafts and Toniolo (2008, 8)
find that structural change made quite an important contribution to labour productivity growth.
Van Rijckeghem (1982, 590) further argues that restrictive economic policies were a crucial factor in the
deflationary climate in Belgium in the 1950s, suggesting, rather surprisingly, that Lamfalussy did not take
them into account in his analysis.
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6.

CONCLUSION

Alexandre Lamfalussy has been highly influential in the process of European monetary and
financial unification. This paper has looked into the economic thought of the "Young Lamfalussy"
(from the mid 1950s to the mid 1960s). He started his career as an academic, focusing on growth
and investment theory and Belgium's and Europe's growth patterns in the post-war period. In
"Investment and Growth in Mature Economies. The Case of Belgium" (Lamfalussy, 1961a), he
introduced the concept of "defensive investment", aimed at rationalising production. However, in
the medium to long run, the scope for productivity increases with defensive investment is limited,
restraining the growth potential of the economy. In "The United Kingdom and the Six. An Essay on
Economic Growth in Western Europe" (Lamfalussy, 1963a), Alexandre Lamfalussy emphasised
virtuous (or vicious) circles, in which stronger export growth promotes higher investment, which
strengthens productivity and investment, further reinforcing exports. His ideas quickly became
influential and provoked quite some debate. Also in the recent economic history literature on
Europe's post-war economic growth, his work is still regarded as important.
Naturally, Lamfalussy's analyses are far too subtle to be summarised in a few pages. However,
they fit broadly into the Keynesian tradition. His analysis of vicious and virtuous circles clearly
showed that the free market economy was not stable and self-adjusting, a clear indication of a
Keynesian Weltanschauung (way of thinking). Lamfalussy's analytical frameworks were often
inspired by Keynesian growth models. In his policy conclusions, he was a clear partisan of more
planning in economic life, even giving a role to the government to influence the composition of
investment. Like many other progressive economists of the time, Lamfalussy was clearly more
interventionist than the (textbook) Keynesian view of steering effective demand. During his later
life, Lamfalussy, would gradually become more sceptical of planning and Keynesian
macroeconomic policies. He would put more and more emphasis on stability-oriented policies (see
Lamfalussy, 2006, 8).
However, certain elements, typical of Lamfalussy's later work, were already clearly present in his
early writings, especially a strong European conviction and an eclectic approach towards
economics. From his student days, Lamfalussy was a convinced European. In his writings, he
argued in favour of strengthening European integration. In the monetary area, he favoured the
creation of a European Reserve Fund, as advocated by Triffin. However, he took a more balanced
position than Triffin, stressing also the need to strengthen policy coordination.
There is also a very strong continuity in Lamfalussy's approach to economics. It is an eclectic and
pragmatic approach, blending economic theory and empirical data beautifully to elucidate crucial
policy problems, very much in line with the approach of Dupriez, his teacher at Louvain. He
described it himself as a "semi-empirical (but not econometric), semi-theoretical (but not
mathematical) approach". Moreover, and very fundamentally, his focus is always on crucial policy
problems. He contributed to bridging "the deep gulf between the day-to-day discussions of vital
policy issues and the more serene but necessarily abstract academic studies".
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